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1. INTRODUCTION {#wrna1614-sec-0001}
===============

Coronaviruses, members of the family *Coronaviridae* in the order *Nidovirales*, are RNA viruses that represent an important class of human and animal pathogens. Human CoV‐229, NL63, OC43, and HKU1 viruses are endemic in the human population and represent major causes of the common cold in humans (Corman, Muth, Niemeyer, & Drosten, [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). SARS‐CoV, MERS‐CoV, and now SARS‐CoV‐2 have emerged this century and cause major life‐threatening respiratory infections (Paules, Marston, & Fauci, [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}). Major animal coronavirus pathogens include porcine deltacoronavirus, porcine epidemic diarrhea virus (PEDV), and porcine hemagglutinating encephalomyocarditis virus (PHEV) (Wang, Vlasova, Kenney, & Saif, [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"}). Several coronaviruses have served as laboratory models for the group, including mouse hepatitis virus (MHV), infectious bronchitis virus (IBV), and transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV). Collectively these viruses exhibit numerous interesting strategies for viral replication and cellular pathogenesis that result in significant economic and clinical impact around the globe (Cui, Li, & Shi, [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}).

The coronavirus genome consists of a very large 26--32 kb positive‐sense linear RNA fragment that is transcribed into numerous subgenomic mRNAs via a unique discontinuous mechanism that involves priming by a small (65--98 base) leader RNA at intergenic regions to initiate transcription (Sola, Almazán, Zúñiga, & Enjuanes, [2015](#wrna1614-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}). While the subgenomic mRNAs encode various proteins, the positive‐sense genomic RNA itself is translated into two large polyproteins (pp1a and pp1ab) from a long open reading frame (ORF) situated at the 5′ half of the genome. Interestingly, the pp1ab protein is generated from a programmed −1 frameshift of the ribosome (Plant & Dinman, [2008](#wrna1614-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}). Depending on the individual coronavirus strain, a variable number of structural and accessory proteins are generated from the subgenomic mRNAs produced from the 3′ half of the genome. Numerous RNA elements and structures that have been identified in the genomic RNA are associated with functional and regulatory roles in infection (Madhugiri, Fricke, Marz, & Ziebuhr, [2016](#wrna1614-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). Collectively these viral regulatory elements and proteins generate an effective molecular arsenal that results in the effective replication of the virus as well as usurping numerous aspects of host cell biology.

As a pathogen that possesses an RNA genome, coronavirus transcripts must actively and effectively interface with numerous aspects of the RNA biology of the infected cell (see graphical abstract). These virus--host molecular interactions can potentially have major influences on cellular RNA processing, transport, translation, stability, and RNA‐associated regulatory processes. This virus--host interface may include relatively straightforward aspects such as the direct commandeering of cellular RNA binding proteins (RBPs) and RNA machineries for use in viral replication and packaging. However, the virus--host RNA interface can also dramatically impact pathogenesis and cytopathology as coronaviruses disrupt these essential posttranscriptional processes in the host cell. This latter impact has been relatively understudied in the field to date. The purpose of this review is thus to provide an in‐depth overview of coronavirus interactions with cellular posttranscriptional machinery and RNA regulatory mechanisms to provide insight into this important area of virus--host interactions.

2. CORONAVIRUS CAPPING AND POLYADENYLATION {#wrna1614-sec-0002}
==========================================

Coronaviruses possess a conventional 7meGppp cap at the 5′ end of their positive‐sense genomic and mRNAs and also contain 2′O‐methylations at their 5′ terminal nucleotides (Chen & Guo, [2016](#wrna1614-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). These 5′ terminal 2′O‐methylations are important for viral evasion of cellular innate antiviral effectors as the host IFIT1 (interferon‐induced protein with tetratricopeptide repeats 1) protein will recognize versions of viral caps that lack these modifications and activate a robust interferon response (Abbas et al., [2017](#wrna1614-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Daffis et al., [2010](#wrna1614-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). A complex of viral nonstructural (nsp) proteins, including, nsp13 (RNA triphosphatase), nsp14 (N7‐methyltransferase), and nsp16 (2′O‐methyltransferase), is responsible for capping of the 5′ end of coronavirus transcripts (Chen & Guo, [2016](#wrna1614-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). Curiously, the viral capping enzyme or guanylyltransferase has not been identified to date. Thus, although there a few short KxDG amino acid motifs in the nsp1ab polyprotein that have been noted to represent a conserved motif of viral capping enzymes (Li, Rahmeh, Morelli, & Whelan, [2008](#wrna1614-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}), one cannot formally rule out the possibility that a cellular factor provides guanylyltransferase activity. If this were the case, we speculate due to the cytoplasmic nature of the event that perhaps this might be a cellular enzyme associated with cytoplasmic recapping of cellular mRNAs (Trotman & Schoenberg, [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}). Finally, all of the genomic and subgenomic mRNAs of SARS‐CoV start with a transcribed A residue instead of a G residue that is found at the 5′ terminus in the majority of cellular mRNAs. Interestingly, essentially all cellular mRNAs that start with a transcribed A residue get modified with an m6A modification by the CAPAM protein (Cowling, [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). It will be interesting to investigate whether or not coronavirus genomic RNA and mRNAs have a similar m7G(5′)ppp(5′)m6Am 5′ end structure or not, and implications thereof to virus--host interactions.

Coronaviruses contain a poly(A) tail at the 3′ end of their positive‐sense RNAs, but it is not clear how the adenylate stretch is added. Recent studies have demonstrated that the viral nsp8 protein contains terminal adenylase activity that may be directed by the short oligo U tract found on the 5′ end of (−) strand viral RNA replication intermediates (Hofmann & Brian, [1991](#wrna1614-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Imbert et al., [2006](#wrna1614-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Tvarogová et al., [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"}). Interestingly, poly(A) tail length appears to be differentially regulated at different times postinfection, ranging from 45 to 65 nucleotides in length (Peng et al., [2016](#wrna1614-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}; Shien, Su, & Wu, [2014](#wrna1614-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}; Wu, Ke, Liao, & Chang, [2013](#wrna1614-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"}). While this change in poly(A) tail length could simply reflect viral RNA dependent RNA polymerase slippage on the terminal homopolymer during the production of the termini of (−) strand templates or viral mRNAs, it could also potentially influence the assembly of RBPs on the poly(A) tail that promote translation or replication. The coronavirus poly(A) tail binds the cellular poly(A) binding protein (PABP) to promote the translation of viral mRNAs (Spagnolo & Hogue, [2001](#wrna1614-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}). The bovine coronavirus nucleocapsid N protein has also been shown to be able to bind to the poly(A) tail of viral RNAs. N protein binding to the poly(A) tail represses translation of the viral RNA and may recruit viral replication complexes through an interaction with nsp9 (Tsai, Lin, Lin, Lo, & Wu, [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}). It is important to note, however, that N protein is not innately a translational repressor as binding to the 5′ UTR has been shown to increase viral mRNA translation (Nelson, Stohlman, & Tahara, [2000](#wrna1614-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}; Tahara, Dietlin, Nelson, Stohlman, & Manno, [1998](#wrna1614-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}), perhaps by disrupting repressive RNA structures or protein--RNA interactions.

While it is clear that the terminal cap and poly(A) tails play vital roles in the life cycle of coronaviruses, we currently have relatively little insight into the enzymes and detailed mechanisms of how they are generated. Additional studies in this area, therefore, would be fruitful in advancing our molecular understanding of viral terminal RNA modifications. Since (based on studies with other cytoplasmic RNA viruses) these terminal RNA modifications are likely one of the few aspects of coronavirus RNA biology that do not usurp host cell enzymes, it may be an area for the development of broad‐spectrum anti‐coronavirus drugs. For example, a better understanding of the coronavirus nsp interactome and the molecular description of enzymatic functions in capping may provide insight into a novel avenue of coronaviral therapeutic targets as has been proposed for other virus families (Issur, Picard‐Jean, & Bisaillon, [2011](#wrna1614-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}). The viral nsp14 MTase activity, for example, is known to have a unique structure that significantly differs from canonical MTases (Ferron et al., [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}), making it an attractive target for small molecule inhibitors. Finally, one of the speculated targets of the FDA‐approved antiviral drug ribavirin is the viral RNA capping reaction (Ogino & Ogino, [2017](#wrna1614-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}). This adds some support for the validity of this aspect of viral RNA biology for drug targeting.

3. CORONAVIRUS mRNA TRANSLATION {#wrna1614-sec-0003}
===============================

The translation of most coronavirus mRNAs is cap‐dependent (Cencic et al., [2011](#wrna1614-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}) and, as outlined below, arguably represents a goldmine for studying unconventional aspects of regulated protein synthesis. Interestingly, coronavirus mRNAs use many of the previously described noncanonical mechanisms to regulate protein production and gain access to ORFs (Rodnina et al., [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}). Well‐conserved upstream ORFs are located in genomic (but not subgenomic) coronavirus mRNAs and downregulate translation as a result of the pausing of scanning ribosomes on these upstream AUG start codons (C. H. Wu, Chen, & Yeh, [2014](#wrna1614-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"}). A programmed −1 frameshift is used on viral genomic mRNAs to generate the ORF1ab polyprotein. The frameshifting signal consists of a slippery site (UUUAAAC) followed by a dynamic RNA pseudoknot structure (Caliskan, Katunin, Belardinelli, Peske, & Rodnina, [2014](#wrna1614-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Cho, Lin, Chou, Hsu, & Chang, [2013](#wrna1614-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Giedroc, Theimer, & Nixon, [2000](#wrna1614-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Napthine, Liphardt, Bloys, Routledge, & Brierley, [1999](#wrna1614-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}; Ritchie, Foster, & Woodside, [2012](#wrna1614-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}). Curiously, ribosomal profiling studies have not observed the substantial ribosome pause in this region as one might expect (Irigoyen et al., [2016](#wrna1614-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). The phenomenon of leaky scanning, or the occasional bypassing of the first AUG by the ribosome, is observed on the coronavirus N mRNA (Senanayake & Brian, [1997](#wrna1614-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}). This leaky scanning generates a small protein called the I protein (or nsp9b) that has been shown to play a role in evading innate immunity and causes enhanced cytopathicity (Shi et al., [2014](#wrna1614-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}). Ribosome shunting, a phenomenon that involves discontinuous scanning by the assembled ribosome on the mRNA, has been inferred in the translation of the TGEV 3b protein (O\'Connor & Brian, [2000](#wrna1614-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}). Finally, IRES elements, structured RNA domains that mediate cap‐independent loading of ribosomes, have been identified in mRNA 3 of IBV and MHV (Liu & Inglis, [1992](#wrna1614-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Thiel & Siddell, [1994](#wrna1614-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}). Collectively, coronavirus mRNAs use many tricks to regulate their gene expression at the level of protein synthesis to achieve maximal gene expression, RNA replication and pathogenesis. Understanding the RNA structural basis for these various forms of translational regulation, therefore, may be an interesting avenue for broad‐spectrum anti‐coronaviral drug development. Virtual screening for small molecules that will interfere with coronavirus genomic RNA pseudoknot formation, for example, has identified an inhibitor that will block the −1 frameshifting from SARS‐CoV mRNA (Hermann, [2016](#wrna1614-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Park, Kim, & Park, [2011](#wrna1614-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}).

MHV, MERS‐CoV, and SARS‐CoV, and likely all coronaviruses, repress host cell translation during infection. While this may simply occur as part of an integrated stress response to infection (Raaben, Groot Koerkamp, Rottier, & de Haan, [2007](#wrna1614-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}), there appear to be several virus‐specific effectors at play as well. Coronavirus infection affects the translation of host cell mRNAs, largely shifting the transcripts from polysomes to 80S monosomes, through multiple possible mechanisms. MHV infection has been shown to induce 28S rRNA cleavage via the induction of RNAse L, likely resulting in a reduction in the number of active ribosomes (Banerjee, An, Zhou, Silverman, & Makino, [2000](#wrna1614-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}). The SARS‐CoV (but interestingly not the MERS‐CoV) nsp1 protein has been shown to bind to 40S ribosomal subunits and likely interfere with their function (Kamitani, Huang, Narayanan, Lokugamage, & Makino, [2009](#wrna1614-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}) as there is clear evidence that translation initiation is repressed during SARS‐CoV infections (Lokugamage, Narayanan, Huang, & Makino, [2012](#wrna1614-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}). A recent structural study has indicated that the C‐terminus of the SARS‐CoV‐2 nsp1 protein binds to the ribosome and directly obstructs the mRNA entry tunnel (Thoms et al., [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}). Interestingly, three other coronaviral proteins have been demonstrated to interface with components of the protein synthesis machinery. The N‐terminal region of the spike protein (S) of SARS‐CoV and IBV bind to eIF3F, a factor that promotes the interaction between the 43S preinitiation complex and the mRNA (Xiao, Xu, Yamada, & Liu, [2008](#wrna1614-bib-0128){ref-type="ref"}). The nucleocapsid (N) protein can bind and induce the aggregation of eIF1‐a, a GTP/GDP‐regulated protein that helps to guide the charged tRNA to the ribosome (Zhou et al., [2008](#wrna1614-bib-0136){ref-type="ref"}). Finally, the small 122 amino acid, membrane‐associated SARS‐CoV 7a protein will inhibit cellular protein synthesis when transfected into cells (Kopecky‐Bromberg, Martinez‐Sobrido, & Palese, [2006](#wrna1614-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). In summary, coronaviruses appear to use a variety of strategies to commandeer cellular protein synthesis during infection. These complementary mechanisms have likely resulted from the natural pressures on the virus to effectively usurp this key part of the cytoplasmic RNA machinery to generate the array of viral proteins needed for the effective production of progeny virions.

A final aspect of coronavirus translation to consider is the potential impact of codon optimality, the relationship of codon usage on an mRNA to the availability of the cognate tRNA in the cell (Hanson & Coller, [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). Codon optimality influences the rate of protein synthesis, and thus ribosome movement, along the mRNA. The rate of ribosome movement also influences the rate of decay of the mRNA, perhaps through the CCR4‐Not complex (Buschauer et al., [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Hia et al., [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}). Interestingly, SARS‐CoV and the novel SARS‐CoV‐2 viruses contain a higher level of optimal codons relative to other coronaviruses, indicating that these pathogens may have adapted for highly efficient protein synthesis and mRNA stability in human cells (Yang & Chen, [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0130){ref-type="ref"}).

There are several key knowledge gaps remaining in our understanding between coronaviruses and the cellular protein synthesis machinery. A more precise understanding of the mechanistic underpinnings of how coronaviruses repress the translation of cellular mRNAs could help focus drug discovery efforts towards viral‐specific aspects and avoid affecting global cellular protein synthesis. Additional insight into RNA structural elements that impact frameshifting and other ribosomal gymnastics on the viral mRNA could yield novel targets for therapeutics. Finally, characterizing the impact of viral codon optimality in relation to the efficiency of coronavirus infection could provide insights into host range adaptations that could help predict the likelihood and severity of future emerging members of this virus family.

4. CORONAVIRUSES AND NUCLEAR‐CYTOPLASMIC SHUTTLING {#wrna1614-sec-0004}
==================================================

As noted above, several RBPs relocalize from the nucleus to the cytoplasm during coronavirus infections (Shi, Yu, & Lai, [2003](#wrna1614-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}; Sola, Galán, et al., [2011](#wrna1614-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}; Li et al., [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}). This phenomenon is likely attributable to a combination of virus‐induced alterations in the export/import machinery associated with the nuclear pore as well as active sequestration of these proteins in the cytoplasm by viral RNAs. Viral repression of nuclear pore activity is a common strategy used by many RNA viruses to handicap cellular gene expression (Yarbrough, Mata, Sakthivel, & Fontoura, [2014](#wrna1614-bib-0131){ref-type="ref"}). SARS‐CoV nsp1 protein has been shown to interact with Nup93, a protein of the nuclear pore complex that impacts gene expression in multiple ways (i.e., Gozalo et al., [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). Through this interaction, nsp1 induces alterations in the nucleo‐cytoplasmic distribution of nucleolin (Gomez, Abrar, Dodhia, Gonzalez, & Nag, [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}). The small (63 amino acid) SARS ORF6 protein interacts with karyopherin α2 (aka importin α) (Frieman et al., [2007](#wrna1614-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}) and has a significant effect on the import of numerous key cellular transcription factors and other nuclear proteins (Sims et al., [2013](#wrna1614-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}).

Overall, the influence of coronavirus infections on cellular nuclear pore functions is an interesting area of host--virus interplay that warrants further exploration. It is interesting to note that other RNA viruses interact with or proteolytically cleave various Nups and affect nucleo‐cytoplasmic transport during infection (Yarbrough et al., [2014](#wrna1614-bib-0131){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, it seems likely that the described CoV nsp1 and ORF6 interactions, as well as potentially other coronaviral proteins (Gordon et al., [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}), could be significantly contributing to cytopathology via this mechanism.

5. CORONAVIRUSES AND THE CELLULAR RNA DECAY MACHINERY {#wrna1614-sec-0005}
=====================================================

The general RNA decay machinery of the cell primarily targets mRNAs for degradation via deadenylation of the poly(A) tail followed by decapping and exonucleolytic decay of the body of the transcript (Schoenberg & Maquat, [2012](#wrna1614-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}). RNA decay represents a major player in cellular mRNA expression and mRNA quality control (Wolin & Maquat, [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"})---and thus is often targeted by cytoplasmic RNA viruses to enhance viral RNA stability, replication, translation, and pathogenesis (Moon & Wilusz, [2013](#wrna1614-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}). One approach a virus can use to influence this machinery is to change the playing field---in this case encode its own ribonuclease which trumps the natural regulation of mRNA turnover and likely creates havoc with the cellular RNA decay machinery.

The conserved coronavirus nsp1 protein has endoribonuclease activity that selectively targets cellular mRNAs for degradation (Kamitani et al., [2006](#wrna1614-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Tohya et al., [2009](#wrna1614-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}). The massive degradation of cellular mRNAs enhances the formation of stress granules and P bodies (retaining sites for downregulated mRNAs) during the infection (Raaben et al., [2007](#wrna1614-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}). SARS‐CoV and MERS‐CoV nsp1 associate with the stem loop (SL) SL1 hairpin in the 5′ UTR of coronaviral mRNAs. The presence of the SL1 element in the 5′ UTR of viral mRNAs helps to protect these transcripts from nsp1‐directed cleavage (Huang et al., [2011](#wrna1614-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}; Tanaka, Kamitani, DeDiego, Enjuanes, & Matsuura, [2012](#wrna1614-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}; Terada, Kawachi, Matsuura, & Kamitani, [2017](#wrna1614-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}). Curiously, the SARS‐CoV nsp1 is a 179 amino acid protein with an irregular beta‐barrel fold and lacks an obvious signature of a ribonuclease domain (Almeida, Johnson, Herrmann, Geralt, & Wüthrich, [2007](#wrna1614-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). There is circumstantial evidence that the nsp1 protein coordinates its endonuclease activity with other aspects of RNA biology in the cell. While the SARS‐CoV nsp1 interfaces with translation via an interaction with the 40S ribosome, the MERS‐CoV nsp1 protein instead shuttles between the nucleus and cytoplasm and selectively targets mRNAs with a nuclear experience (i.e., all cellular mRNAs) for cleavage (Huang et al., [2011](#wrna1614-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). Mutational analyses indicate that nsp1 and its endoribonucleolytic activity play an important role in dampening the innate immune response of the cell to viral infection (Narayanan et al., [2008](#wrna1614-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}). A recent study also associates the endoribonuclease activity with efficient coronaviral virion assembly or budding (Nakagawa et al., [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, this novel viral ribonuclease is clearly a major player in viral infections.

Coronaviruses also code for their own 3′--5′ exonuclease---a novelty among RNA viruses. The viral nsp14 protein (also called nsp‐14‐ExoN) is a 3′--5′ exoribonuclease classified as part of the DE‐D‐Dh family of exonucleases that influences the fidelity of CoV replication through a proofreading activity (Graepel et al., [2017](#wrna1614-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). This function makes nsp14‐ExoN the first RNA proofreading enzyme to be described. Given the large 26--32 kb size of the coronavirus RNA genome and its surprisingly low mutation rate, nsp14‐ExoN contributes in a major way to maintaining fidelity during replication (e.g., Ferron et al., [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). Mutation of the active site of nsp14‐ExoN results in up to a 20× decrease in fidelity (Eckerle et al., [2010](#wrna1614-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Graepel et al., [2017](#wrna1614-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). As discussed above, nsp14 also contains MTase activity for the RNA capping process (Case, Ashbrook, Dermody, & Denison, [2016](#wrna1614-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) and nsp14 is found in complex with the viral nsp10 protein that upregulates the ExoN and MTase activities (Chen et al., [2011](#wrna1614-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). Thus nsp10 appears to be a broad‐based regulator of CoV RNA modification and quality control. Given the havoc that an unregulated 3′--5′ exoribonuclease can play during viral infection, nsp14 is clearly carefully controlled by protein--protein complexes and does not appear to significantly impact the overall degradation of RNAs in the infected cell.

Nonsense‐mediated decay (NMD) is a quality control mechanism that coordinates the translation and decay of a subset of cellular mRNAs (Kishor, Fritz, & Hogg, [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}). NMD targets mRNAs with premature termination codons and long 3′ untranslated regions for decay following assembly of a surveillance complex via the UPF1 protein (Kurosaki, Popp, & Maquat, [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). Interestingly, the NMD pathway was recently shown to impact MHV coronavirus infections by degrading viral mRNAs early in infection. As soon as the viral nucleocapsid (N) accumulates, it specifically inhibits the NMD pathway (Wada, Lokugamage, Nakagawa, & Narayanan, [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0120){ref-type="ref"}). The underlying mechanism for the repression of NMD by the viral N protein remains to be elucidated. The NMD pathway has been shown to impact a variety of RNA viruses (Balistreri, Bognanni, & Mühlemann, [2017](#wrna1614-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}) and, interestingly, the capsid protein of Zika virus has been shown to repress NMD by lowering UPF1 levels (Fontaine et al., [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, a pattern of viral nucleic acid assembly proteins moonlighting as protectors of viral transcripts from NMD may be emerging.

While there is clearly interplay between coronaviruses and the cellular RNA decay machinery, there are many pressing knowledge gaps that remain to be addressed. First, how do coronavirus mRNAs maintain their stability during infection---not just from the effects of the viral nsp1 endoribonuclease and the NMD machinery---but also from other cellular factors that target mRNAs for decay? Coronaviral transcripts, like other viral RNAs, are likely recognized as foreign invaders and targeted by multiple mechanisms for removal in this RNA decay molecular arms race. Second, what is the mechanism used by CoV and the CoV N protein to repress the NMD machinery? Third, do coronaviruses alter other components of the cellular RNA decay machinery as is done by other positive‐sense viruses (Kishor et al., [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}) to gain an advantage over cellular gene expression during infection? Along these lines, it is not clear what the impact of the endonucleolytic cleavage of the mass of cellular RNA has on the ability of the cellular exonucleases to continue to rapidly remove transcripts that have been targeted for removal. Finally, there is a growing appreciation of a connection and crosstalk between nuclear transcription rates and cytoplasmic RNA decay rates (El‐Brolosy et al., [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Gilbertson, Federspiel, Hartenian, Cristea, & Glaunsinger, [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). Whether or not coronaviruses interfere with this communication network remains to be determined.

6. CORONAVIRUSES AND HOST miRNAs {#wrna1614-sec-0006}
================================

Host micro RNAs (miRNAs) are small transcripts that downregulate mRNAs generally through binding in their 3′ UTRs using the cell\'s RNA interference machinery (Gutbrod & Martienssen, [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). miRNA--mRNA interactions are initiated by a short seed sequence at the 5′ end of the miRNA, resulting in the ability of one miRNA to regulate many different mRNAs, perhaps in a coordinated fashion. Thus miRNAs play a major role in fine tuning cellular gene expression, allowing for proper cellular differentiation, growth and environmental responses (Gebert & MacRae, [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}). It is not surprising, therefore, that miRNA expression is altered during coronavirus expression as both a cellular response to the infection and by viral‐based manipulation of the biogenesis and sequestration of miRNAs. Differential miRNA expression analyses have demonstrated 10s to 100s of miRNAs whose levels are altered by a variety of coronaviruses. Infections with TGEV (X. Ma, Zhao, et al., [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}), IBV (Kemp et al., [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Lin, Wang, Wang, & Yang, [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}), and SARS‐CoV (Mallick, Ghosh, & Chakrabarti, [2009](#wrna1614-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}; Peng et al., [2011](#wrna1614-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}), for example, were shown by next generation sequencing (NGS) to differentially express scores of miRNAs with both increases and decreases seen in expression profiles. A growing number of the changes in the expression of select miRNAs have also been shown to be functionally relevant for a variety of coronaviruses. The goal of this section is to provide an organized overview of these observations.

Changes in miRNA expression can enhance viral pathogenesis and cytopathology. An increase in miR‐4331 during TGEV infection has been shown to the associated with mitochondrial damage via the targeting and repression of RB1 expression (Zhao et al., [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0134){ref-type="ref"}). TGEV infection also disrupts ER membranes resulting in the activation of the cellular endonuclease IRE1. IRE1 has been shown to decrease miR‐30a‐5p, a negative regulator of two inhibitors of the IFN pathway, SOCS1 and SOCS3. This increase in SOCS1/3 expression helps to promote TGEV infection (Y. Ma, Wang, et al., [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}). Studies with the human SARS coronavirus in bronchoalveolar stem cells (BASC) have demonstrated an interplay between viral manipulation of several miRNAs and immune evasion during BASC differentiation (Mallick et al., [2009](#wrna1614-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}). Finally, the downregulation of angiotensin converting enzyme ACE2 by the activation of miR‐200c‐3p that targets the 3′ UTR of the cellular ACE2 mRNA during infection by SARS and other pneumonias promotes acute respiratory syndromes (Liu et al., [2017](#wrna1614-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}).

The miRNAs that are targeted for dysregulation in coronavirus infections can be either antiviral or proviral. Antiviral miRNAs can function through at least two mechanisms. The first mechanism is via the downregulation of cellular factors that create an optimal environment for viral replication in the cell. The miR30a‐5p noted above that is downregulated in TGEV infections is a good example of an antiviral miRNA that works through this mechanism (Y. Ma, Wang, et al., [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}). Another example is the chicken miRNA gga‐30d that is antiviral for IBV and is downregulated by the virus during infection (Li et al., [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}). The miR gga‐30d naturally downregulates a deubiquitinating enzyme, USP47. Thus, the downregulation of this small RNA by IBV can have dramatic effects on the cellular proteome. Finally, PHEV infection increases miR‐10a‐5p, resulting in a decrease in the host protein syndecan (SDC1)---a transmembrane protein involved in aspects of cell signaling, proliferation and cytoskeletal organization---and a concomitant decrease in PHEV replication (Hu et al., [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). The second mechanism by which miRNAs can be antiviral to coronaviruses is via direct targeting of the viral RNA. The miRNA‐221‐5p, for example, directly targets the 3′ UTR of PEDV to decrease viral replication, augmenting this antiviral state by also targeting inhibitors of NF‐KB signaling (Zheng et al., [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0135){ref-type="ref"}). Additional studies will likely lead to more examples of active targeting of antiviral miRNAs by coronaviruses during infection.

Proviral miRNAs that are induced in coronavirus infections have been somewhat better characterized to date and generally work by downregulating the expression of specific negative regulators of viral replication. IBV induces miR‐146a‐5p during infection which subsequently targets and downregulates IRAK2 (which influences NF‐KB induction) and TNFRSF18 (a member of the TNF receptor superfamily (Liu, Yang, Zhang, Zou, & Wang, [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"})). PHEV upregulates miR‐142‐5p (which targets ULK1) (Li et al., [2017](#wrna1614-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}), miR‐142a‐3p (which targets the RAB GTPase Rab3a) (Fan et al., [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}), and miR‐21a‐5p (which targets CASKIN1, a neuronal intracellular signaling factor) to promote increased viral replication (Lv et al., [2017](#wrna1614-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). Finally, human coronaviruses also take advantage of several proviral miRNAs during infection. The nucleocapsid protein of CoV‐OC43 binds to and sequesters miR‐9, resulting in an increase in negative regulators of the NF‐KB pathway (Lai, Stephenson, Mahony, & Lichty, [2014](#wrna1614-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}). Finally, mouse experiments have shown that miR‐155 is a key enhancer of T cell responses that can alter the pathogenic profile of the MHV coronavirus (Dickey, Worne, Glover, Lane, & O\'Connell, [2016](#wrna1614-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). Overall, one gets the impression that these examples are just the tip of the iceberg and that more proviral miRNAs will undoubtedly be discovered as researchers sort through the many miRNAs whose expression is dysregulated during infections.

Collectively, these data indicate that the strategy of manipulation of cellular miRNA expression is a conserved part of the interplay between animal coronaviruses and their hosts. Numerous key questions remain in this area. First, the virus‐specific, host‐specific, and cell type‐specific dysregulation of miRNA expression during coronavirus infections need to be carefully catalogued. This may lead to the identification of preferred small RNA targets as well as cellular pathways/regulons that coronaviruses target for their replication and pathogenesis. Second, the use of miRNAs and miRNA mimics that target conserved regions of medically important coronaviruses---or key cellular factors that promote infection---can be used to downregulate coronavirus replication/gene expression and thus are a potential broad anti‐coronavirus therapeutic strategy. Finally, the underlying mechanism(s) for the dysregulation of host miRNAs during coronavirus infections needs to be explored. Elaborating the possible direct effects of coronaviral factors on miRNAs, miRNA genes, and miRNA clusters may provide many new paradigms in host--viral interactions.

7. THE INTERPLAY OF CORONAVIRUSES WITH LONG NONCODING RNAs AND CIRCULAR RNAs {#wrna1614-sec-0007}
============================================================================

Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs), many undetected before the advent of advanced sequencing techniques, make up the lion\'s share of transcripts generated from the host genome (Ransohoff, Wei, & Khavari, [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}; Tsagakis, Douka, Birds, & Aspden, [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}). Another recently expanded class of cellular transcripts are circular RNAs (circRNAs) that arise from backsplicing of linear pre‐mRNAs (Pandey et al., [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}; Wilusz, [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"}). While the functional roles of the vast majority of these transcripts are unknown, some have been implicated in regulating a variety of cellular processes including transcription, RNA processing, translation and miRNA accessibility (Pandey et al., [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}).

The influence of viral factors with these less‐characterized noncoding transcripts may provide insight into both viral--host interactions and cellular biology. Though in its relative infancy, there have been several reports of coronavirus infections on the differential expression of several of these non‐coding transcripts. CircRNA expression can be dysregulated in a variety of coronavirus infections. TGEV infection of porcine intestinal epithelial cells, for example, causes the differential expression of over 120 circRNAs (X. Ma, Zhao, et al., [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}) and affects over 100 lncRNAs (Ma et al., [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}). A recent similar NGS study of PEDV infection of porcine epithelial cells revealed many hundreds of potential alterations in circRNA expression, eight of which were independently validated (Chen et al., [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). A study in PDCV infection of neonatal piglets revealed 30--100 lncRNAs to be differentially expressed at different times post infection (Tang et al., [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}). In terms of human coronaviruses, there have only been a few studies to date in this area. Early NGS analysis of SARS‐CoV infections suggested the dysregulation of many lncRNAs during infections of mice (Peng et al., [2011](#wrna1614-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}). MERS‐CoV infection of Calu‐3 epithelial cells demonstrated differences in the expression of over 3% of identified circRNAs at 24 hr postinfection (Zhang et al., [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"}). Interestingly, this study of MERS‐CoV infections of lung adenocarcinoma epithelial cells revealed two circRNAs that are upregulated 2--3× during infection (Zhang et al., [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"}). Both of these circRNAs---circFNDC3B and circCNOT1---were hypothesized to sponge/sequester miR1275 and miR‐2392 respectively, a model supported by circRNA knockdown data that resulted in a decrease in mRNA targets of the miRNAs.

Overall, the influence of lncRNAs and circRNAs on coronavirus biology is an underexplored area that may yield novel insights into virus--host interactions. It is not yet clear from a mechanistic perspective how coronavirus infections mediate these changes in noncoding RNA gene expression. The NGS studies to date have laid a promising foundation for additional growth in this area, and it will be interesting to see what the future may hold.

8. CORONAVIRUS INTERACTIONS WITH CELLULAR RBPs {#wrna1614-sec-0008}
==============================================

Given the abundance of RBPs in a host cell (Hentze, Castello, Schwarzl, & Preiss, [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}), many cellular RBPs are likely to interact with coronavirus transcripts during infection, many with possible functional implications to virus replication and pathogenesis. While the host interactome of SARS‐CoV proteins has been described (Srinivasan et al., [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}), the description of the coronavirus RNA host interactome is still to be determined. Several RBPs, however, have been described over the years to interact specifically with coronavirus RNA regulatory elements. The goal of this section is to provide an overview of these interactions which we believe may set the stage for additional insight into host interactions with viral RNAs in the future.

The best described interaction of an RBP with coronavirus RNAs is the host hnRNP A1 protein. hnRNP A1 is an abundant nucleo‐cytoplasmic shuttling protein that contains tandem RNA binding domains that possess significant binding plasticity at its N‐terminus followed by a largely disordered C‐terminal portion (Levengood & Tolbert, [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). hnRNP A1 binds a wide range of RNA substrates and can play a role in alternative RNA splicing, nuclear export, and translation. hnRNP A1 protein interacts with MHV coronavirus RNAs at the UTR regions of the genome (\[−\] sense leader and 3′ UTR) as well as at intergenic regions (Li, Zhang, Duncan, Comai, & Lai, [1997](#wrna1614-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}; Shi et al., [2003](#wrna1614-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}). Evidence suggests that hnRNP A1 binding at these sites could stimulate complex formation between the viral RNA, polymerase, and nucleocapsid protein (Shi, Huang, Li, & Lai, [2000](#wrna1614-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang, Li, Xue, & Lai, [1999](#wrna1614-bib-0133){ref-type="ref"}), although the mechanistic implications of these complexes are not clear. Overexpression of hnRNP A1 in cells has been shown to increase MHV replication kinetics in a fashion that required the C‐terminal disordered portion of the hnRNP protein (Shi et al., [2000](#wrna1614-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}). hnRNP A1 and hnRNP A2/B1 proteins have been shown to relocalize to the cytoplasm during coronavirus infections (Li et al., [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Shi et al., [2003](#wrna1614-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}), perhaps providing a readily available source of the factor for the cytoplasmic replication of the virus. While some reports using hnRNP A1 depletion have demonstrated that the protein is proviral for coronavirus replication (Li et al., [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}), one report demonstrated no effect of A1 knockouts in mouse cells (Shen & Masters, [2001](#wrna1614-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}). This apparent discrepancy might be explained by the apparent ability of close relatives of hnRNP A1 protein (hnRNP A2/B1, A/B, and A3) to substitute for hnRNP A1 during infection (Shi et al., [2003](#wrna1614-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}).

Interestingly, hnRNP A1 has been shown to interact with the nucleocapsid protein of MHV (Wang & Zhang, [1999](#wrna1614-bib-0122){ref-type="ref"}), PEDV (Li et al., [2018](#wrna1614-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}), IBV (Emmott et al., [2013](#wrna1614-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}), and SARS (Luo et al., [2005](#wrna1614-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}). The putative RNA helicase DDX1 also interacts with N protein and is thought to play a role in coronavirus transcription (H. Y. Wu, Guan, Su, Fan, & Brian, [2014](#wrna1614-bib-0126){ref-type="ref"}). Coronavirus nucleocapsid proteins on their own have been shown to promote ER stress, prolong the cellular S phase, and inhibit interferon production (Ding et al., [2014](#wrna1614-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Xu et al., [2013](#wrna1614-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}). In addition, the viral nucleocapsid proteins appear to be active substrates for a variety of proteases during infection (Jaru‐Ampornpan, Jengarn, Wanitchang, & Jongkaewwattana, [2017](#wrna1614-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). It will be interesting to assess in the future whether these interactions between hnRNP A1 protein and coronavirus N protein (or proteolytic fragments) are responsible for aspects of cytopathology and alterations in gene expression in the host cell.

Another host protein that interacts with UTR and intergenic regulatory elements of coronaviruses is polypyrimidine tract binding protein (PTB). PTB was shown to bind to MHV leader RNAs as well as the 3′ UTR where it was argued to induce conformational changes (Li, Huang, Park, & Lai, [1999](#wrna1614-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}; Huang & Lai, [1999](#wrna1614-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Sola, Mateos‐Gomez, Almazan, Zuñiga, & Enjuanes, [2011](#wrna1614-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}). Experiments using mutations of the UCUAA pentanucleotide PTB binding site, as well as through the use of over‐expression of dominant negative variants, argue for a role for PTB in MHV transcription. Similar binding of PTB to transcriptional elements was observed in TGEV (Galán et al., [2009](#wrna1614-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Sola, Galán, et al., [2011](#wrna1614-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}). During TGEV infection, PTB was observed to shuttle out of the nucleus and accumulate in the cytoplasm---including in stress‐granule‐like structures (Sola, Galán, et al., [2011](#wrna1614-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}). Finally, it has been speculated that PTB and hnRNP A1 may interact while binding to the coronavirus genome, promoting interactions between the termini of the viral RNA that may have regulatory implications (Huang & Lai, [2001](#wrna1614-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}).

Several additional cellular proteins have been shown to interact with coronavirus RNAs. The 3′ untranslated region of TGEV RNA interacts with PABP, hnRNP Q, and the glutamyl‐prolyl tRNA synthetase, three factors that appear to be proviral for RNA replication based on a 2--3× increase in RNA synthesis in knockdown experiments (Galán et al., [2009](#wrna1614-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). Interestingly, hnRNP Q (also called synaptotagmin‐binding cytoplasmic interacting protein), which has also been shown to interact with MHV untranslated regions (Choi, Mizutani, & Lai, [2004](#wrna1614-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}), is a factor that has been shown to be part of RNA editing complexes and plays a role in the survival of motor neurons complex. Finally, the 3′ 42 nucleotides of MHV have been shown to interact with mitochondrial aconitase as well as mitochondrial HSP70, HSP60 and HSP40.

Given the impact that cellular RBPs have on all aspects of RNA processing/RNA biology, as well as the plasticity of many of their RNA binding domains, it is imperative that a more complete understanding of the RBP interactome of coronavirus RNAs be obtained and the functional implications of those interactions both to the virus as well as cellular RNA biology be uncovered. For example, the relocation of hnRNP A1 and PTB to the cytoplasm as well their sequestration of coronavirus RNAs may not only affect viral RNA replication, but could also have dramatic effect on the appearance and relative amounts of alternative mRNA isoforms in the infected cell since the two proteins are known regulators of splicing (Kafasla et al., [2012](#wrna1614-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Roy, Huang, Seckl, & Pardo, [2017](#wrna1614-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}). Such alterations of the cellular splicing code during infection could have dramatic implications on cellular gene expression and cytopathology (Boudreault, Roy, Lemay, & Bisaillon, [2019](#wrna1614-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}). Finally, the application of cutting‐edge approaches such as VIR‐CLASP (Kim et al., [2020](#wrna1614-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}) to uncover viral RNA interactions with host cell proteins should be very fruitful in expanding our understanding of this important virus--host interface.

9. CONCLUSION {#wrna1614-sec-0009}
=============

Coronaviruses interface in a significant way with every aspect of the post‐transcriptional RNA biological mechanisms of the infected cell. Thus, in order to fully appreciate the molecular basis of the pathogenesis of this viral pathogen, additional work is needed to elucidate the extent, mechanisms, and functional consequences of this viral--cell biology interface. We hope that the detailed descriptions and insights that we provide in this overview will stimulate additional focused and productive work in this area with the goal of revealing additional targets for effective, possibly broad anti‐coronaviral therapeutic intervention.
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